
What Did You Bring Me? A Comprehensive
Look at the 1995 Film
Released in 1995, "What Did You Bring Me?" marked a significant
departure from director Peter Jackson's previous films, known primarily for
their splatter-heavy special effects and over-the-top gore. This dark
comedy, however, showcased Jackson's versatility and his ability to craft a
compelling narrative without relying solely on shock value.

With its unique blend of macabre humor, social commentary, and superb
performances, "What Did You Bring Me?" remains a thought-provoking and
unforgettable cinematic experience.
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Plot Summary

The film revolves around Henry (Timothy Balme),a socially awkward and
lonely scientist who accidentally creates a monstrous creature in his
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basement laboratory. The creature, dubbed "Creature" (Simon Pegg),is a
grotesque amalgamation of animal body parts and human DNA, with an
insatiable hunger for flesh.

Henry, initially terrified of his creation, forms an unexpected bond with it,
naming it Horace and treating it as a pet. However, Horace's hunger and
uncontrollable behavior pose a threat to Henry's life and the lives of those
around him.

As Henry struggles to keep Horace a secret, he inadvertently brings it into
contact with his estranged wife, Mary (Kate Winslet),and his brother,
Michael (Peter Elliott). Their reactions to Horace range from horror to
amusement, further complicating the already bizarre situation.

Themes and Symbolism

"What Did You Bring Me?" explores several complex themes, including the
consequences of scientific hubris, the nature of relationships, and the
duality of human nature.

Henry's accidental creation of Horace represents his own unchecked
ambition and the potential dangers of scientific experimentation. The
creature itself symbolizes the dark recesses of human nature, the hidden
desires and impulses that society often suppresses or labels as monstrous.

The film also examines the complex dynamics of relationships. Henry's
loneliness and desperation lead him to form an unhealthy attachment to a
creature that is both fascinating and terrifying. Mary's initial fear gradually
transforms into a sense of morbid acceptance, highlighting the resilience of
human connection even in the most extreme circumstances.



Characters and Performances

Timothy Balme delivers a nuanced performance as Henry, capturing the
character's vulnerability, loneliness, and gradual descent into madness. His
transformation from a timid scientist to a desperate and conflicted father is
both heartbreaking and compelling.

Simon Pegg's portrayal of Horace is equally unforgettable. Despite the
character's grotesque appearance and violent nature, Pegg brings a
remarkable depth and humanity to the role. Horace's hunger, fear, and
longing for acceptance resonate with the audience, creating a complex and
deeply emotional character.

Kate Winslet and Peter Elliott provide strong supporting performances.
Winslet's Mary undergoes a remarkable emotional journey, from initial
revulsion to a grudging acceptance of the creature in her life. Elliott's
Michael is a cynical and manipulative figure who adds an additional layer of
tension to the already volatile dynamics.

Cinematic Techniques

Peter Jackson's directorial style is evident throughout the film, with its
signature blend of dark humor, graphic violence, and moments of surprising
tenderness.

Jackson's use of close-ups and extreme close-ups creates a sense of
intimacy and claustrophobia, drawing the viewer into the characters'
emotional turmoil and the creature's grotesque presence. The film's pacing
is deliberately slow and deliberate, building tension and unease as the
situation spirals out of control.



The film's cinematography, by Alun Bollinger, is equally impressive. The
use of muted colors and harsh lighting creates a somber and unsettling
atmosphere, reflecting the characters' psychological states and the film's
overall themes.

Critical Reception and Legacy

"What Did You Bring Me?" received mixed reactions upon its release.
Some critics praised its originality, dark humor, and superb performances,
while others were put off by its graphic violence and unconventional
narrative.

Over time, however, the film has gained a cult following. Its unique blend of
genres, thought-provoking themes, and memorable characters have made
it a favorite among fans of independent cinema, dark comedy, and Peter
Jackson's work.

The film's legacy is evident in its influence on subsequent horror comedies
and dark satires. It also showcased the versatility of Peter Jackson, who
would go on to direct the blockbuster adaptations of "The Lord of the
Rings" and "The Hobbit" trilogies.

"What Did You Bring Me?" is a challenging and unforgettable cinematic
experience that explores the darkest recesses of human nature with a
blend of macabre humor and social commentary.

With its superb performances, thought-provoking themes, and Peter
Jackson's signature directorial style, the film remains a must-see for fans of
independent cinema, dark comedies, and the grotesque.
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